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Sunday morning started cold and damp but still 13 cars and 21 brave souls assembled for our 
run to Murray Bridge.  
 
The run up the freeway was fine but as we turned off to head for Hahndorf the rain started to 
fall. It then kept falling until we got near Kanmantoo where the sun came out and we were 
greeted by a huge rainbow filling the sky in front of us. Driving into Murray Bridge the sun 
remained shining and we had no further rain, but there was a very strong, chill wind.  
 
On arrival at Sturt Reserve, located alongside the river, we were joined by more cars from the  
“F-Troop” boosting our numbers to 18 cars and 30 people. 
 
We were pleased to welcome Peter Dineen on the run. Peter was from the Sprite Car Club 
and joined us in his White Midget. Also welcomed and joining us on their first Breakfast Run 
were MGCCSA members Andrew and Jessica Booth in their MGF TF. We look froward to 
seeing all again on future runs. 
 
Then at about 11.15, Haydn gathered his MGF & TF members together and they headed off 
to the “The Bend” for a lap of the track. Those of us left behind headed off to local pubs for a 
chin-wag about cars and the meaning of life, and to have a beer over lunch. 
 
So once again it was a very enjoyable day out in the cars, and although the forecast was 
bleak, in the end the day turned out rather pleasant, so thanks to all who attended. 
 
Attendees: 
 
Peter Dineen    MG Midget Sprite Car Club 
Trevor & Sandy Dicker   MGA 
Gary & Velli Algate   MGA TC 
Alan & Ros Foweraker   MGB 
Charlie Rumbelow & Bernie Rolinski MGB 
Terry Cook.                            MGB 
Tony & Wanda Freckleton  MGB GT 
John Roach    MGB GT 
Nick Micklem    MGF 
Simon & Monique Pearce  MGF 
Barry McElroy    MGF 
Andrew & Jessica Booth  MGF TF First Timer Breakfast Runners 
Mark Whibley & Chris Williams  MGF TF 
Richard Sutherland & Haydn Reynolds MGF TF 
Trevor Praite    MG ZS 
David McNabb & Kerry Hugo  MG GS 
Olaf & Ryan Wegner   Toyota 86 
Phil & Esther Smith   Commodore 
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